
Second Conditional

Name: Date: __/__/20__

You ___________ right if it ___________ for one or two rather terrible
considerations.
1.

(be) (not/be)
would be were not

If I ___________ a fool, I ______________ the happiest and most
delightful life here.
2.

(not/be) (spend)
were not could spend

I was afraid the thread ______________ if I _________ too hard.3.
(break) (pull)

would break pulled

Otherwise, if I merely ________ the engagement, he ________________
whatever he wanted to account for it.
4.

(break) (imagine)
broke could imagine

She felt that if she _______ again she _________________ the strength to
rise.
5.

(fall) (not/have)
fell would not have

Perhaps if he _________ where he was she __________________ in the
end to come see what had happened to him.
6.

(stay) (passive/force)
stayed would be forced

If they ______, we well knew that we _______________ no mercy from
them.
7.

(do) (expect)
did could expect

They believed that if they _____________ so soon, he _____________ off,
and leave them supperless-for they had hoped to sup upon a slice of his
trunk.

8.

(not/do) (walk)

did not do would walk

It was not clear in his mind what he ___________ if he ______ her.9.
(do) (see)

would do saw

If an intruder _____________, they _____________ at him spitefully.10.
(approach) (dart)

approached would dart

There might be fifty other good reasons for going; but, if he _______, his
reason ___________ fear and nothing else.
11.

(go) (be)
went

would be

Do you know what my father ___________ to me if he _______ where I
am now?
12.

(do) (know)
would do knew
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But I supposed you ______________ if I ______________ myself.13.
(worry) (not/show)

would worry didn't show

He felt that if he ________ to escape he should not lose much time, but
he __________________ his father in ignorance of what had taken place.
14.

(mean) (not/leave)

meant
could not leave

Now she ________________ from it to the real mountain itself, and see if
the picture _______ true.
15.

(look up) (be)
could look up

were

And if they once ______ that, of course you ___________ to grow young
instead of going on getting old.
16.

(do) (begin)
did 'd begin

If you ________ me, it _______________ for this body.17. (love) (not/be)loved would not be

You ________________ them if you ________ in such a tight costume.18.
(not/give) (try)

couldn't give tried

Here she had thought it safest to remain; if Mary ______ in life, it was
here she _____________ for her mother.
19.

(be) (seek)
was

would seek

They ___________ very much surprised if any one _______ to tell them
so.
20.

(be) (be)
would be were
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